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What is the legacy you will leave behind? As a kid I used to think the words mortality and morality had
a similar connotation. I now know these two similar sounding words have a very different meaning.

Mortality is something inevitable and, in my opinion, not worth spending a lot of time fussing over.
Mortality may be the only thing Democrats and Republicans have in common!

Morality should garner more attention. How will your heirs embrace your integrity, decency, goodness
and morals? Do they know why you root hard for the Yankees or cried tears of joy when the Red Sox
and Cubs won the World Series? Do they know how long it took you to walk to high school and why
you turned down the chance to go to college? Will they remember the holiday meals you lovingly
prepared and special baked goods that wrapped the home with warmth? Do they know the details why
you chose your career path and how you inspire others to be their best? Did you take time to share
your joy of the outdoors, of gardening, striking a putt just right, understanding of our solar system and
astrology, your go-to music, skiing in control on soft powdery snow, baking the perfect apple pie or
volunteering to help others?

I have been blessed to work alongside amazing clients for over 30 years. This has brought me much
joy. And much sorrow. I have sadly attended many wakes, funerals, Shivas, Masses and memorial
gatherings. Here is an important truth I want to share. There has not been a single mention at any
gathering I have attended as to the deceased financial position in life. No mention of how much they
had stashed in their lRA, the market value of their real estate holdings or number of shares of stock. ln
this time of loss families are not keeping financial score. lnstead, I witness the grief that pours out
freely from family and friends mourning their personal loss of a future connection, anticipating the loss
of the loved one's wise counsel when needed and the reality of living life forward with a gap in their
heart. lt is a time when our heart takes over from our brain.

I remind myself of this truth and invite us allto be open to what is possible with the gifts we have been
given and the treasures we can share with the people in our lives. Each of you is in a favorable financial
position which gives you flexibility and options. We aspire to help all of you to become and remain
financially secure for your lifetime and, more importantly, to be the best stewards possible. lnvite us
to be a part of your quest to develop a powerful, meaningful legacy to inspire and unite others.

Enclosed is your current Asset Allocation Summary Report. Please review for any comments and feel
free to reach out with any questions or concerns.

Sincerely,
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